Olin celebrates alumni and takes on the opioid epidemic, while the queen of the United Kingdom recognizes a BSBA alum for contributions to the empire.

Let's celebrate!

Olin will honor the 2021 Dean's Medalist, four distinguished alumni and the winner of the Olin Award on April 30 with a morning panel discussion and an evening celebration.

Register

Taking on the opioid epidemic

With a Bellwether grant, a new Olin-Brookings initiative focuses on research-based solutions.

Looking to network?

University Advancement has launched WashU CNX, the university’s new online community where alumni and current
students can network, collaborate and grow personally and professionally.

‘It comes down to the people’
The Olin Family Business Symposium provides a deep look into how the culture of family business drives performance and outcomes—and how that culture can be preserved through generations.

The queen recognizes Olin alum
The queen of the United Kingdom names Russ Shaw, BSBA ’85, a commander of the British Empire for contributions to tech and business.

A year into the pandemic, what’s next?
Olin experts weigh in on the vaccine supply chain, mask mandates, working from home and more.

Leadership advice from ‘She Suite’
Panelists celebrate St. Louis businesswomen and provide insight on how to advocate for equality in the workplace.

A higher purpose
Companies can create one. Anjan Thakor, Olin’s John E. Simon Professor of Finance,
This summer

High school and nonbusiness college students can learn business fundamentals and career prep with Olin’s Gateway to Business courses. Plus, there’s a Gateway to Data Analytics certificate.

Events

15 APR

“International C-Suite Interviews: Leading Through a Global Pandemic and Beyond”

27 APR

“Real Estate Investing in a Post-Pandemic World”

29 APR

“WCC Power Lunch & Learn Series: SMP Global Roundtable Discussion”

29 APR

“Discover Portland: Wine Tasting with Division Wine and Tom Monroe, MBA ’09”
Find regional events in your area

Know someone who would be ideal for one of Olin Business School's programs? Click here to refer a candidate so we can follow up. Or if you're interested in continuing your business education, let us know.

Refer a Candidate

Thoughts, comments, questions? Email Olin.
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